
And no offense but pressing cock 
gonna take some horny.

DORINA
What are you talking about? 

DESTINY
Talking about taking down horny 
bulls. 

DORINA
You mean taking a bull by the 
horns, don’t you? 

DESTINY
Whatever, Duh-rina. 

DORINA
Do you have the files with you?

Destiny feels herself up as if looking. Nods, no.

A HORN BLASTS. A tow truck is towing their semi. They don’t 
notice as they head towards The Tomb area.

EXT. THE TOMB - CONTINUOUS

Destiny, Bitsy and Dorina watch from behind bushes as a 
couple of BONESMEN guard the back entrance.

DORINA
I saw them loading who I think was 
your mummified ma, into there. 

Destiny stomps over to the door. It’s locked.

DORINA (CONT’D)
They’re preparing for an event of 
some kind. That funeral director 
guy is part of it.

DESTINY
Antony and Press Cock’s ceremony?

DESTINY (CONT'D)
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DORINA
Not sure. Been taking pictures 
when I can but figure we’ll sneak 
in somehow, catch them in the act 
with the evidence.

BITSY
Come on, I’m hungweeeee!

Destiny SHUSHES her.

DORINA
(to Destiny)

Look, let me use my cafeteria card 
to get her something to eat. You 
stand watch. Take my phone.

DESTINY
Roger that! Who do I call?

DORINA
Pictures, Destiny. Pictures.

A quick teaching moment of the iPhone has Destiny thrilled. 

Dorina grabs Bitsy’s hand. Bitsy skips alongside her as 
they exit.

Bent over, Destiny starts shooting selfies of her boobs, 
missing the fact that an arriving Prescott leers at her 
sparkly bum. 

PRESCOTT
Note to self; beef up security.

He and an oblivious Antony, enter The Tomb.

INT. YALE UNIVERSITY - CAFETERIA - MOMENTS LATER

Mounds of corndogs and chicken drumsticks on the tray hide 
Bitsy’s face. She manages to balance it while walking to the 
table. Dorina sits across the booth from her and picks at a 
salad. Bitsy bites two corndogs at once, mouth jammed... 
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